Federal government facility managers have a critical role of ensuring safe and efficient operation of their electrical distribution and control systems. This is a challenge, as the demands required for supporting the mission are a priority, yet the infrastructure may not be “up-to-date” and mission aligned. To realize that vision, government agencies must implement projects swiftly and effectively to address those needs.

**Eaton’s GSA contract can make a difference**

Eaton helps federal government agencies meet the challenges of keeping their facilities operating safely and at peak efficiency by providing a wide variety of repair and maintenance solutions. We hold a General Services Administration contract (GSA Schedule 03FAC) that provides a convenient, easy-to-use framework vehicle for doing business with Eaton. The GSA contract lets customers shorten project cycle times while providing effective access to our comprehensive range of electrical distribution and control solutions and services.

**Contract highlights**
- GS-06F-0023R: facilities maintenance and management
- Effective through December 7, 2024

**Critical power protection solutions**

Eaton offers complete turnkey UPS solutions to provide uninterrupted clean power to critical loads. Our power protection solutions:
- Provide backup power capability to ensure maximum uptime and minimize the risk of power outages for mission-critical assets
- Improve power quality and reliability, reducing energy consumption and lowering operating costs
- Protect people, property and the mission

**Switchgear modernization and upgrade solutions**

Eaton’s switchgear modernization solutions help the federal government achieve a continuous and safe operation through proactive management of the power system as a strategic, integrated asset throughout its life cycle. Our industry-leading solutions:
- Improve reliability and safety of existing power systems
- Extend useful life of equipment up to 30 years
- Achieve operational efficiencies with minimal downtime required
Preventive and predictive maintenance

- PM program design, testing and implementation
- Thermo graphic survey
- Troubleshooting/testing
- DC power systems
- Predictive diagnostics/ partial discharge
- Transformer oil processing

Maintenance and emergency services

- Complete scope of testing, repair and evaluation
- Short/long-term maintenance contracts
- 24/7 remote monitoring support
- Crisis response personnel dispatch
- UPS Customer Service Engineer (CSE) available for servicing electrical (high-voltage equipment up to 480 Vac and 700 Vdc) Uninterruptible Power Supply systems, batteries, and electronic-based products at the customer site
- Performs emergency and preventive maintenance and installation on a 24/7 on-call basis with regional responsibility

Eaton provides solutions for virtually all manufacturers’ equipment, including:

- Westinghouse®/Cutler-Hammer®/Eaton/Cooper®
- Square D®
- General Electric®
- ITET/ABB®
- Allis-Chalmers/Siemens®
- Federal Pacific®/Federal Pioneer®

UPS modernization for critical power applications

- Turnkey UPS solutions to ensure continuation of power to critical loads
- Conduct CONUS and OCONUS site surveys to determine the best turnkey design to ensure maximum power reliability and uptime
- Produce complete sets of design documentation for complex end user critical power systems
- Power quality audits to examine the power infrastructure

Benefits of using Eaton’s GSA contract

- Find the electrical solutions and services you need
- Comprehensive range of backup power reliability services
- Covers full line of services for distribution switchgear and control products
- Cost-efficient solutions that reduce operating costs for facility systems and increase uptime
- Electrical systems studies from grounding to coordination to power quality
- Address new OSHA arc-flash standards

Save money when you buy under the Eaton GSA contract

- Pre-negotiated value pricing for a wide range of electrical equipment service
- Competition requirements have been met
- Full, fair set of terms and conditions in place
- Eaton GSA contract meets all Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) requirements
- Eaton has a long track record of successful GSA contracts

GSA benefits are not limited to federal agencies

- Contract available for use by state and local governments for disaster recovery or disaster preparedness
- Available for use by some nonprofit agencies

Choose just one source to get the job done

- Eaton offers full project management services
- Get a single point of accountability for complex projects
- Dedicated integration services team is available
- Improve electrical system’s operational effectiveness and maintenance safety through expert service and engineered technology upgrades for existing equipment

For more information, contact:

Jim Dankowski
Government Segment Manager
Eaton’s Electrical Engineering Services & Systems
410-540-5021
JimEDankowski@eaton.com

Learn more at Eaton.com/gsa and Eaton.com/switchgearmodernization

Follow us on social media to get the latest product and support information.